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Emergencyphysicians(EPs), fearful of missing a rare patient with occult cervical spine
injury, have traditionally used liberal imaging in the evaluation of blunt trauma
patients.Until recently most EPs felt compelled to order films even for patients about
whom they felt certain there was essentiallyno risk of injury. Although ostensibly
"safe," such an approachhas substantialcosts, in terms of time, money and radiation
exposure.Fortunately, two decision instrumentshave recently been developed which
appearto identify successfullypatientswho have very low risk of cervical spine injury
and, consequently,no needfor radiography.
In the Februaryissueof IJEM (l), Dickinson and Stiell commenton the two different
instruments,one of which, the CanadianC-SpineRule (CCR) they derived in Canada
(2), and the other of which (NEXUS) we derived (3) and validated(4) in the United
States.For reasonsthat are unclear to us, they take this opportunity to suggestthat EPs
- ostensiblyuncomfortablewith a suddenembarrassmentof riches - need to choose one
or the other. Not surprisingly, they then go on to criticize NEXUS, and thus imply that
the CCR should be the one chosen.
We believe that EPs should be aware of the evidence that is available in support of
each of the decision aids, and - if the Canadian instrument is validated in a separate
group of patients- thus be able to take advantageof their separatestrengthsas each EP
feels is most appropriatefor a given patient or environment.There is no obvious reason
why one has to be "chosen" and the other discarded,by all EPs, or in all cases.
That being said, we feel it is important to comment on a number of specific claims and,
"following
made by Dickinson and Stiell. First, they assertthat
indeed,misstatements
"a
50%oincreasein the rate of C-spine
the NEXUS criteria in Canada would require
radiography."This is patently ridiculous, as it is based on a fundamentallyfalse
assumptionabout the differences in specificity measuredin the two separatestudies.
As Dickinson and Stiell note,NEXUS includedonly patientsin whom C-spineimaging
was already being performed, while the CCR included many patients who did not
undergoimaging. If we had included such patientsin our calculationof specificity,in
precisely the manner done in the Canadianstudy, our measuredspecifrcitywould have
increasedaccordingly. Furtherrnore(contrary to the assertionby Dickinson and Stiell),
we published strong circumstantialevidencethat there were no missedfracturesamong
non-imagedpatients seen at the NEXUS sites, so the vast majority (and probably all)
such patientswere almost certainly true negative accordingto the NEXUS decision
instrument.(Even in the unlikely event that there was a missed injury in one or several
such patients,it would have no impact on specificity and thus would not effect this
particular discussion.)While it is true that we cannot state with certainty how many
patientswere seenand evaluatedwithout x-rays at the 2l NEXUS hospitals,it is likely
that the number was close to that in the Canadianstudy, given that among patientswho
were imaged in the two studiesthe percentagewho proved to have an injury was very
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similar. If so, the true impact of the two instrumentsin decreasingimaging is also very
likely to be the same. In fact, the Canadiansclaim to be able to decreaseimaging by
decrease,
lO.7%ofrom their baselinerate of 68.9Vo,which is again similar to the 12.6%o
found
in
NEXUS.
baseline,
from
Dickinson and Stiell also complain that the NEXUS criteria are imprecise and cannot
be applied widely becauseit is impossible to know what NEXUS EPs were thinking
when they applied our individual criteria. This is, contrary to their assertions,a distinct
strength of the NEXUS methodology. First of all - and most important - the criteria
worked - regardlessof how the EPs came to their individual conclusions! There were
hundredsof EPs involved in NEXUS. They came from enormouslyvaried backgrounds
and brought very diverse training and experience to this task. Nevertheless,they
applied the instrument successfully in an enornous cohort of patients. Had NEXUS
failed, we could speculateabout whether it was due to misapplication of our criteria
"missed"
rather than any innate defect of the instrument itself. Indeed, one of the two
c l i n i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t i n j u r i e s i n o u r s e r i e s a p p e a r e dt o b e d u e t o j u s t s u c h
misapplication,as there was ample evidenceon that patient's chart that two of the five
"miss" appearedto involve an old
NEXUS criteria were indeed present. (The other
fracture in a patient who did well despiterefusing immobilization.)
In fact, NEXUS was overwhelmingly successful,with near-perfectsensitivity and even
higher negativepredictive value, despitethe fact that it was fundamentallya real-world
study and that it relied on the judgment of many different EPs. Readersmay not know
exactly what each of those EPs was thinking in each and every case,but they do know
that a great number of EPs, in many different environments, were able to apply the
criteria with virtually perfect sensitivity. Thus they can feel confident that other EPs
like themselves,outsidethe NEXUS sites,will almost certainly be able to do the same.
The CCR, on the other hand, was derived in a group of large teachinghospitals.Even if
it is validated in thesecenters,it will still need to be testedin many other environments
before clinicians can be confident of its real-world application. This is in distinct
contrastto the proven wide clinical applicability of the NEXUS instrument.
Severalother points need to be made with regard to the precision of the criteria used in
"the inter-observer
the two studies.First, the claim by Dickenson and Stiell that
agreementon ... two (NEXUS) items was found to be too poorly reproduciblefor them
to be usefully incorporatedinto a clinical decision rule" is inaccurate,as all five of our
criteria, and the rule as a whole, were proven to have very high inter-rater reliability
(5). More importantly, the proof is in the pudding! The fact that hundredsof different
EPs applied the NEXUS criteria successfullyultimately provides far greater evidence
of the decision instrument's reliability than any testing of a surrogatemarker like
inter-observeragreement.
In addition, we do not believe there is any meaningful way to define our criteria with
the type of "precision" Dickenson and Stiell seemto prefer. Most EPs know that some
long-bone fractures can be relatively painless,while some patients appearto focus all
their attention on a small abrasion (or road rash). Thus attempting to define a
"distracting painful injury" based on a list of precise findings would be impossible.
Furthermore,it would be self-defeating,for even if it were possible,it would make use
of the entire instrument unfeasible,becausethe list would have to be far too complex
for busy practitionersto apply (which may indeed be a problem for CCR, with its
complicated algorithm). Once again, this would be a major problem for NEXUS if
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different practitionersfailed when they tried to implement our criteria, or if it only
succeededin a specialgroup of EPs (like those who work at academiccenters);the fact
that such a large and various group of EPs succeededin their application of the
NEXUS instrument,in over 34,000 patients,including over 800 with cervical spine
injury, can only increasethe confidence we can have that other real-world physicians
will be able to apply these clinical criteria to other real-world patientswith similar
success.
Finally, we are struck by the implication that (unlike NEXUS) the Canadiancriteria are
completely"objective." For example,their definition of "dangerousmechanism"may
at first glance appearprecise,but in what percentageof patientsin clinical practice
does anyone actuall! knov, if they fell from a height of two and a half feet, as opposed
to three and a half feet? How reliable are patients (or paramedicsor witnesses)at
estimatingthe speedof vehiclesat the time of impact? Isn't there also a need for
judgment in deciding whether some version of "yes, doc, my right shoulder and arm
a l s o f e e l f u n n y " d o e s o r d o e s n ' t r e p r e s e n t" p a r e s t h e s i a ? "W h a t i s t h e e x a c t
interpretation of the CCR exclusion criteria of "minor injuries" or "known vertebral
disease?"
Not that this is a problem - almost all of what we do in medicine is basedon some
interpretationof historical and physical findings and any attemptsto improve our skills
must also include some reliance on our ability to do this well. To the extent that we can
simplify this process,we may be able to standardizeand even improve skills, but
we are only fooling ourselvesif we claim that we can take "subjectivity" out of
what we do.
Simplicity is indeedanotherkey differencebetweenthe two instruments,as Dickenson
and Stiell acknowledge.Readerscan judge for themselves,but we take strong issue
with their contention that "these (NEXUS) criteria are too simplistic to be of practical
value in clinical practice outside of the litigious medical atmosphereof the United
States."Quite the contrary - the simplicity of the NEXUS insrrumenrmakes it likely
that physicianseverywherewill be both able and willing to use it in their own practice
(ust like the large and diversegroup of EPs who successfullyappliedit in our study).
On the other hand, there is plenty of evidence that most clinicians are unwilling and
unable to apply complex algorithms in busy patient care settings.f the CCR is
validated,and then f it is successfullyapplied in a different study setting, it would still
need to be shown to work in the real world, where for "novice users" (whom we prefer
to think of as busy clinicians)it would be "best (if they) followed ... a (complicared)
chart until one is familiar with the definitions of each component."
Dickinson and Stiell conclude that "when validated the CCR should be an effective
tool" (italics added).We find this a strangestatement,coming from someonewho has
been so instrumental in defining how decision instruments should be developed and
tested (6). Readersneed to know that the methodology involved in the derivation
of such instrumentsinsures extremely high sensitivity - becausethe data is dredged
to find a set of criteria that together identify all the patients with injury. Thus it is
absolutely mandatory to validate the instrument in a separatecohort of patientsbefore
claiming that it works (even aside from questionsof wider applicability).What may
happen if further study is successfullycompletedrepresentsreasonablespeculation;
what will happen when, with regard to claims that cannot possibly be substantiated,
should be strenuouslyavoided.
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The NEXUS decision instrument is a fairly simple tool basedon clinical criteria. In a
validation set involving a huge cohort of real-world patients presentingto just about
every type of facility and applied by many hundreds of diverse physicians, it had
near-perfectsensitivity, and would have decreasedimaging by a small but meaningful
amount. The Canadian C-spine Rule, derived in a homogeneousset of teaching
hospitals,is far more complicated.If it is successfullyvalidated in that same set of
facilities, clinicians may wish to considerwhether they can or are willing to apply it in
their own practice.If so and at that time, they would have the luxury of considering
two different instrumentsto help them identify a small but important group of very low
risk patientsin whom imaging of the C-spinecan be safelyavoided.
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We appreciatethe responseof Drs. Hoffman and Mower to our commentary (1,2). We
agreethat emergencyphysiciansare blessedto have gone from rags to riches in having
guidancefor ordering C-spine radiography,with not one, but two clinical decision rules
for C-spine radiography in blunt trauma patients.Unfortunately, these two clinical
decision instrumentsare not identical and sometimesproduce conflicting advice on
whetherto obtain C-spineradiographyin individual patients.Emergencyphysiciansdo
have to choose - do they follow one or the other, both or neither to assessif C-spine
radiographyis needed?
The NEXUS study is a landmark study in emergency medicine and should be the
standardof care for ordering C-spine radiography in the US. However, becauseof
different practice patterns and standardsof care, we are not certain that the NEXUS
criteria are sufficiently sensitiveor specific to be adoptedin Canada(where the rate of
C-spineradiographyis much lower). We would also suggestthat prior to acceptingand
adopting NEXUS as a global standard,validation outside of the US is required. This
applies equally to the CCR and any other clinical decision rule. It took many years and
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